STUDIES
MegaMesh Network Analysis
®

The Mesh Network Module has a custom Smart Grid
design tool based on MegaMesh technology that allows
utilities, Smart Grid vendors and system integrators to
efficiently plan, deploy, and optimize large scale mesh
and traditional AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure)
networks at every point in the system lifecycle. This
ensures proper dimensioning, the most efficient
network architecture, lowest cost deployment and most
reliable operation.

• Detailed reports of system performance, traffic,
mesh vulnerabilities and critical mesh points.
These provide the engineer with essential
information in the process of designing a robust,
reliable and redundant Smart Grid network.

• Path loss between all Access Points (APs) using
point-to-point link calculations that take into
account terrain, buildings, and clutter

• Creation of professional layouts and coverage/
performance diagrams which can be exported to
industry standard GIS tools such as Google Earth®,
MapInfo®, and ArcGIS®

• Multiple radios/frequency configurations at each
mesh node

Capacity-Constrained Mesh Analysis

AMI mesh networks have varying rules for collector
capacity and number of device connections.
Considering these factors within the mesh study is
necessary to accurately design networks that conform
to the vendor’s requirements. Study inputs allow the
definition of collector capacity, hopping limits and
mesh node downstream devices. These limitations
are imposed in the mesh study, resultant graphical
and text outputs identify areas of weak capacity.
Additional collectors can be activated in these areas
and the capacity improvements are quickly calculated
and reported.
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• Directional antennas consideration

FEATURES
Automatic Router Layout

The Mesh Network Module provides automatic
layout of small cells/access points (APs) and AMI
routers. Whether you’re in the bidding process, initial
deployment, or planning for growth, the power to
automatically distribute APs and mesh routers in your
market area will give you the ability to quickly plan
your network to meet capacity demands.
The automatic distribution of APs and routers
is based on tower/poles databases, street furniture
locations, or street vector data. An intelligent
“snap to intersections” feature places APs at street
intersections to make the most of street canyon
environments.
Multiple groups of APs and routers can be
automatically generated, with each group having
specific RF parameters and distribution techniques,
providing for easy modeling of multiple service level
agreements.
The advanced mapping features in EDX software
let you display Bing® map data as map backgrounds,
adding to the ease of laying out mesh and AMI
networks.
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MegaMesh Analysis View of AMI Mesh Network

AMI Mesh Network Topology View

• Support of networks of 1 million+ mesh nodes

Small Scale Mesh Analysis

• Intelligent pre-sales layout tools of infrastructure
equipment assets
• RF-optimized and capacity-constrained Router
Selection

The Mesh Network Module gives you powerful analyses
for mesh networks through specific studies and
displays that are meaningful for highly engineered
mesh architectures such as mesh WiFi or Distributed
Automation networks. These analyses include:

Automatic Selection of Routers

Streamline router placement and selection by using
this RF-optimized and capacity-constrained selection
feature. The feature will select the minimum number
of routers to cover devices based on receive sensitivity,
maximum number of hops for devices, and maximum
router distance. The fixed number selection mode
allows a defined number of routers to be used and
provides an optimal selection based on this number.
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• Received signal calculations at each AP from all
other APs

Mesh Network ModuleSignal

The Mesh Network Module is an add-on module
to EDX® SignalPro® for designing, deploying and
optimizing Smart Grid AMI, Small Cell, Distribution
Automation, WiFi, M2M and other wireless mesh
networks. It includes intelligent pre-sales tools,
automatic router and repeater selection, real-time
repeater selection and traffic loading. The Mesh
Network Module supports small scale mesh networks
(2000+ nodes), large mesh network (200,000 nodes)
and MegaMesh® networks (1 Million+ nodes).

Mesh Network Module
Automatic Repeater Selection

Hierarchical networks such as AMI mesh systems often
incorporate the use of repeaters to extend the range
of a router. It is possible to create potential repeater
candidates and then use the automatic repeater
selection algorithm to choose the most useful repeater
locations. The engineer can interactively manipulate the
repeater selections and quickly see how this affects node
connections. The algorithm considers user-defined criteria
for repeater downstream capacity and repeater-to-repeater
chaining allowing different vendor’s architectures to be
designed.

Real-Time Repeater Selection

Fast and impressive dynamic repeater selection that allows
the engineer to quickly find ideal repeater locations that
solve difficult node connectivity problems. Real-Time
Repeater Selection calculates connectivity in real-time
based on cursor location or available tower/pole location
toggling.

Real Time Repeater
Selection Dialog
Showing Available
Connections

Automatic Selection of Gateway Nodes
Based on Backhaul Conditions

This feature automatically identifies and assigns nodes as
gateways based on the best connectivity conditions to a
WiMAX, LTE or Multipoint backhaul network. Save time
and make it easy to reliably repeat network designs with
consistent criteria.

Traffic Loading

Model the traffic in your service area with more accuracy.
Automatically calculate traffic loading on individual nodes
based on real service areas and a selection of multiple
service types, such as voice, e-mail, web browsing, audio
streaming, and video streaming.

Planning with Routing Information

In order to do meaningful traffic analysis on mesh
networks, it is important to consider the routing techniques
used by equipment. A generalized “fewest hops to the
gateway” routing technique and distance limitation settings
are included.
The Mesh Network Module also includes Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) that provide for proprietary
routing algorithms to be used in your traffic analysis and
what-if scenarios.

WiFi Client Coverage After Carved Clutter Technique

Complete Smart Grid, Small Cell/
Backhaul and Municipal Network
Planning Tools

Mesh Routing Display Along With Coverage From Routers. Mesh Link
Color Selection Determined By Available Data Rate.

Adding the LTE, WiMAX/WiFi, and/or Mobile/Cellular
Design Module to EDX SignalPro adds the ability to run
access technology specific studies and include Customer
Premise Equipment (CPE) when using fixed broadband
networks for backhaul networks. This gives you a single
tool that integrates the design work for your mesh client
service, mesh interconnect (AP-to-AP), point-to-multipoint
backhaul, consecutive point backhaul and also wide-area
systems.
Studies and map views can be simultaneously displayed
so that you can see the performance of multiple networks
in a single study.

Use Clutter and Clutter Heights for Fast
3D Modeling

Google Earth®, ESRI® and MapInfo®
Support

The Mesh Network Module provides an innovative way to
effectively model the 3D environment. A Clutter Carving
technique is used to provide a realistic description of
the street canyon propagation environment in which
the network operates. The technique provides network
designers with the ability to quickly build a reasonable
location-specific model of the environment without
purchasing building/structure databases.
This feature adds relevant height values to terrain,
based on underlying clutter categories and GIS data, such
as streets/major roads/highways. It can also incorporate
high resolution Digital Surface Model based clutter heights
data for added granularity that is of great value in higher
frequency mesh system modeling.

Take advantage of EDX SignalPro’s import/export
functionality for use with industry standard GIS tools, such
as Google Earth®, MapInfo® and ESRI®.
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